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Isotope 

"Comic Book Heaven"

Whether you are a comic book collector, or a casual comic book reader,

you will find a visit to Isotope worth your while. Anyone living in Hayes

Valley who likes comics and graphic fiction, knows this place, and that is

not just for its impressive collection of books, though it is very

commendable. This lounge-cum-comic-book-store brings the best of both

together to create a unique gallery-cum-reading-room kind of place,

where customers can lounge around on the leather sofas while reading a

book or two, or attend a live event featuring known names in the comic

books business. What's more, you can tag along your furry four-legged

friend to partake in this experience, since Isotope welcomes dogs.

 +1 415 621 6543  isotopecomics.com/  james@isotopecomics.com  326 Fell Street, At Gough

Street, San Francisco CA
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Japantown 

"A Peep into Japan"

San Francisco Japantown Center is a major attraction that reflects

Japanese regalia and arts and crafts through a number of showrooms,

galleries and bookstores. Its almost like a mini-Japan in the heart of San

Francisco. Also known as Nihonmachi, the area serves as a rich treasure

of Japanese culture and tradition in the form of clothes, literature and the

like, perennially stacked in the several stores tucked inside the center.

Japantown also has movie theaters and hotels.

 +1 415 391 2000 (Tourist Information)  www.sfjapantown.org/  Japantown, San Francisco CA

Children's Creativity Museum 

"Art With An Edge"

Young creativity is blossoming inside this space-age glass and metal cone.

The Children's Creativity Museum is the place for budding kid and teen

artists to hone their skills while also discovering new ones. Visual, media

and performing artists are always on hand to interact with the museum's

visitors. Children are encouraged to help with projects, including stop-

motion animation, digital photography, and the cutting-edge, new media

form of web casting. Do not miss the Charles Loof carousel (circa 1906);

its hand-carved wooden animals have been restored to their original

baroque perfection. There is also a theater on the premises used for

various performances of different genres that stem outside the children's

genre. This place is wonderful fun for the whole family.

 +1 415 820 3320  creativity.org/  info@creativity.org  221 Fourth Street, San

Francisco CA

http://www.flickr.com/photos/mattgrommes/451870997/
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Four Seasons Hotel San Francisco 

"Fine San Francisco Accommodation"

The Four Seasons Hotel in San Francisco offers the highest level of

service and comfort. As a guest, you can relax in spacious rooms

furnished elegantly and equipped with all the necessary amenities and

facilities. Whether for business or leisure, Four Seasons is a great option

to consider in the city. You can always be sure to expect nothing but the

best, a quality that sets this hotel apart from the others. A restaurant

serving local delicacies and a spa offering rejuvenating treatments are

also located within the premises.

 www.fourseasons.com/sanfrancisco/  757 Market Street, San Francisco CA
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Shadowlight Productions 

"Ethereal Puppet-Theater"

This is a modern troupe dedicated to the ancient Indonesian art of shadow

puppets. The programs range from classic myths from Southeast Asia to

modern interpretations of classic stories about Kublai Khan, to startlingly

vibrant productions of contemporary tales such as their virtuoso

performance of Joseph Marchs Jazz Age poem, The Wild Party. Most, but

not all, are suitable for kids. All are magically beautiful. This company also

welcomes audience members backstage after each show to see how the

magic is made. Performances are at various venues around the Bay Area.

 +1 415 648 4461  www.shadowlight.org  info@shadowlight.org  22 Chatanooga Street, San

Francisco CA
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Cable Car Museum 

"Secrets Revealed!"

If you want to know how a cable car works, the Cable Car Museum is the

place to learn. The world's first cable car rests here and with it a concise

explanation of how those little cable cars make their way up those famous

San Francisco hills. In an underground viewing area, you can look at the

system's enormous cable wheels, which pull 11 miles (18 kilometers) of

cable at 9.5 miles (15 kilometers) per hour. Closely examine the steel

cables, gears, and pulleys that bring this city's most famous transportation

to life. Don't miss the gift shop, where you can purchase your very own

length of used cable!

 +1 415 474 1887  www.cablecarmuseum.org/  1201 Mason Street, San Francisco CA

Chinatown Kite Shop 

"Classic Chinese Designs"

Do not let the small size of this store fool you, there are hundreds of

different kinds of kites here. Some like the soaring Bugs Bunny, are not

what you'd call traditionally Asian, but look around. The very traditional

goldfish, dragons, and butterflies in vibrant colors are sold at economical

prices depending on the size. Some ultra-modern, aerodynamic wonders

are also available, including spirals that trail for several feet. A good

selection of kite-strings and spools is also available.

 +1 415 989 5182  www.chinatownkite.com/  sales@chinatownkite.com  717 Grant Street, San

Francisco CA
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Lucky Strike 

"Bowling In The Bay"

Finally San Francisco got itself a branch of this trendy bowling alley. Lucky

Strike in SoMa offers 12 state of the art bowling lanes, a lot of giant

projector screens, a 40-foot bar and private party rooms. If you get in the

mood for a burger or a beer during your game, Lucky Strike also offers a

great variety of drinks and food.

 +1 415 400 8260  www.luckystrikeent.com/l

ocations/san-francisco/

 info@bowlluckystrike.com  200 King Street, San

Francisco CA
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Seward Mini Park 

"Slides of Fun"

Tucked away amidst the houses of Seward Street is a set of concrete

slides. The slides were built upon the designs of Kim Clark, who was only

14 years old at that time. What was once a vacant lot is today a mini park

that thrills and delights children and adults alike. At the center of the park

lies a pair of steep concrete slides that are perfect to be enjoyed by the

entire family. Laugh till your sides ache and bask in the after-glow of the

adrenaline rush that is sure to engulf you as you slide down the Seward

Street slides. The park is open daily during daylight hours, and all adults

must be accompanied by a child. You will find a few cardboard boxes at

the park to ride down the slides, however you are always welcome to

bring your own along.

 +1 415 831 2700 (City Park Council)  sfrecpark.org/facilities/facility/detail

s/sewardminipark-203

 30 Seward Street, San Francisco CA
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Oracle Park 

"Home of the Giants"

Formerly Pac Bell Park, SBC Park, and AT&T Park, the Oracle Park is the

first privately financed ballpark in Major League Baseball since Dodger

Stadium in 1962. The name may have changed several times, but the

game always remains the same here. The San Francisco Giants' home

features an inspiring nine-foot (2.74-meter) statue of America's greatest

living ballplayer, Willie Mays, at the northwest corner of the stadium. An

80-foot (24.3-meter) Coca-Cola bottle with playground slides and a

miniature replica of the park, located behind left field, has become a

magnet for kids of all of ages.

 +1 415 972 2000  www.mlb.com/giants/ballpark  24 Willie Mays Plaza, San Francisco CA

Small Frys 

"Colorful Cottons for Kids"

This bright and cheerful spot has a range of clothing for children.

Specializing in cotton clothes, the store sells colorful outfits for infants

and young children. In addition, the store sells a variety of jewelry and

clothing accessories. Often, the store has a sidewalk sale with discounted

items, but do not wait. Let the personable sales staff help you find

whatever you need for the kids in your life.

 +1 415 648 3954  www.smallfrys.com/  cyenne@sbcglobal.net  4066 24th Street, Between

Noe and Castro Streets, San

Francisco CA
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Hotel Del Sol, a Joie de Vivre

Hotel 

"Bright and Cheerful"

Trendy Marina District bars, boutiques and restaurants are a minutes' walk

to Hotel Del Sol. An outdoor pool is featured. Playful modern decor, free

WiFi and a daily breakfast is included in all rooms. A flat-screen TV and

other amenities are featured in each room at Hotel Del Sol, a Joie de Vivre

Hotel. Select suites feature an additional seating area. Palm trees,

hammocks and bright lounge furnishings surround the outdoor pool in the

courtyard. Milk and cookies are served each afternoon in the lobby. As a

certified San Francisco Green Business, Hotel Del Sol operates with

sustainable practices. Union Street and Chestnut Street boutiques are 5

minutes' walk away. Overlooking the Golden Gate Bridge, the Crissy Field

beach area and the Golden Gate Bridge running and bike path is 15

minutes' walk away.

 www.jdvhotels.com/hotels/california/san-

francisco/hotel-del-sol

 3100 Webster Street, San Francisco CA

Dottie Doolittle 

"Tons of Clothes"

Dottie Doolittle is a large boutique that sells a wide variety of American

and European manufactured garments for children with sizing beginning

from infants through size 12 for boys and size 16 for girls. Clothing for

every occasion, whether it be a holiday party dress or after school play

clothes is available. Stock up on imported baby sleepers for expecting

parents. The store offers a baby registry for expectant families and

parents can now purchase their adorable finds directly online.

 +1 415 563 3244  info@dottiedoolittle.com  3680 Sacramento Street, Between

Locust and Spruce Streets, San

Francisco CA
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Ghirardelli Square 

"Shopping, Dining & Chocolate"

Don't leave San Francisco without a stroll through this legendary square

near Fisherman's Wharf, which is named after San Francisco's original

chocolate-maker. There is a bakery and several restaurants and, of course,

there's the Ghirardelli Ice Cream Shop where you can savor the

deliciousness of the old-fashioned Ghirardelli sundae or buy some sweet

goodies to bring back. Take some time and visit the art galleries, gift and

specialty stores, and shoe and clothing shops.

 +1 415 775 5500  www.ghirardellisq.com  info@ghirardellisq.com  900 North Point Street, San

Francisco CA
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Circus Center 

"Clown College of USA"

The Circus Center in San Francisco is the only academic institute to train

clowns and other circus professionals in the country. Beginning in 1984 as

a part of the Pickle Family Circus' workshop that teaches children circus

skills, the concept gained huge popularity. Soon regular classes started

being conducted here. Till date, there are several training programs for

adults and children training them in skills such as acrobatics, juggling and

of course, clowning. The institute also serves as a venue for circus

performances many times a year.

 +1 415 759 8123  circuscenter.org/  info@circuscenter.org  755 Frederick Street, San

Francisco CA
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Hyatt at Fisherman's Wharf 

"Lavish Luxury"

Located in one of the city's most famous tourist destinations, this hotel is

a top Fisherman's Wharf lodging choice. The rooms are stylishly

comfortable and the staff is personable and efficient. There is a full range

of luxury amenities and guest services, all amid the fun of the Wharf,

Ghirardelli Square and the Cable Car terminus.

 fishermanswharf.hyatt.com/hyatt/hotels/index.jsp  555 North Point Street, San Francisco CA

Cartoon Art Museum 

"Cartoon Around"

The Cartoon Art Museum is the only museum of its kind in the Western

United States dedicated to the preservation of cartoons and comic art. It

holds a collection of over 6000 pieces of art including animation cells and

comic books and strips. Founded in 1984, the museum established a

permanent home with support from Peanuts creator, Charles Schulz. The

museum hosts exhibits, classes, and lectures for children and adults, and

is home to a library and bookstore. Works by Bud Fisher Mutt and Jef,

George Herriman Krazy Kat, and Schulz has highlighted the museum’s

permanent collection.

 +1 415 227 8666  www.cartoonart.org/  gallery@cartoonart.org  781 Beach Street, San

Francisco CA
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Exploratorium 

"Interactive Science & Technology Museum"

Developed by physicist Frank Oppenheimer and opened in 1969, this

innovative and interactive museum is dedicated to art, science and human

perception. Relocated from the Palace of Fine Arts to Piers 15 and 17, the

modern space features plenty of new green technologies including the

largest solar panel roof in San Francisco and offers over 600 hands-on

exhibits. These hands-on displays unveil the mysteries of science and

language, and present these theories simply and succinctly. Webinars,

special events and seminars occur throughout the year. This San

Francisco gem is a must visit.

 +1 415 528 4444  www.exploratorium.edu/  visit@exploratorium.edu  Pier 15/17, San Francisco CA
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San Francisco Maritime National

Historical Park 

"A History of Sailing"

Located across from Ghirardelli Square and housed in a 1930s building

that resembles a ship, this museum chronicles maritime history with

photographs and interesting displays. However, the real attraction here

are the WPA-era murals that have been recently restored. Visitors will be

delighted by the historic and vivid artwork. Hours vary with the different

attractions within the park. The Visitor Center is located at 499 Jefferson

Street and the Maritime Museum is at 900 Beach Street.

 +1 415 447 5000  www.nps.gov/safr/index.htm  499 Jefferson Street, San Francisco CA



Argonaut Hotel 

"Luxury at Fisherman's Wharf"

Originally a fruit cannery built in 1907, the Kimpton Group took over this

historic building in San Francisco's Fisherman's Wharf and turned it into a

world-class luxury hotel. It proudly wears its red brick walls and bright and

unique nautical decor. You can play your own DVDs inside the room to

keep the kids entertained. Depending on where your room is, you will

have a view of the wharf and either the Golden Gate Bridge or Alcatraz

Island. When it's time to turn in, you will find your bed extremely inviting

with its goose down comforter and plush pillows. Argonaut's luxury is

something you cannot find anywhere else in San Francisco.

 www.argonauthotel.com/  495 Jefferson Street, At Hyde Street, San Francisco CA
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Young Performers Theatre 

"Children of The Stage"

Since 1982, over 100 main stage children's productions have been

presented by this non-profit theater organization. Young Performers

Theatre is the only full-time children's theater in San Francisco, and has

been successfully turning out well known classics such as Peter Pan and

Winnie the Pooh, along with locally written pieces, like The Baker Street

Irregulars by Sean Owens. The theater is also an academy, dedicated to

teaching and encouraging Bay Area youth to pursue theater as a form of

artistic expression and self-esteem.

 +1 415 346 5550  www.ypt.org/  sf_ypt@hotmail.com  38 Fort Mason, Building C,

Room 300, Fort Mason

Center, San Francisco CA

Ripley's Believe It or Not! Museum 

"Unbelievable Oddities"

Santa Rosa native Robert Ripley, born in 1893, became an internationally

famous traveler, artist, and storyteller known as a collector of the world's

most unusual oddities. At the San Francisco Ripley's Believe It or Not!

Museum, that bears his name, you can view exhibits of Ripley's early

cartoons, see Believe It or Not! collections, and buy collector's books, and

videos of Ripley's greatest works. From weird inventions to human

abnormalities to an eight-foot cable car made of matchsticks, it is

entertaining for people of all ages.

 +1 415 202 9850  www.ripleys.com/sanfranc

isco/

 sanfran@ripley.com  175 Jefferson Street, San

Francisco CA

Aquarium of the Bay 

"See, Touch, Discover & Learn!"

Aquarium of the Bay is a unique nature center and the only Aquarium

dedicated to animals of the San Francisco Bay and neighboring waters.

The Aquarium gives visitors the opportunity to feel like a skin diver

without getting wet as they walk through the Aquarium's crystal clear

tunnels, while more than 20,000 sharks, bat rays, skates, octopi and other

aquatic animals swim around. With daily and special activities including

behind the scenes tours, shark feeding presentations, a water discovery

lab for underwater detectives and much more; there is truly something for

everyone to see, touch, discover and learn at Aquarium of the Bay.

 +1 415 623 5300  bayecotarium.org/about/a

quarium-of-the-bay/

 info@aquariumofthebay.co

m

 The Embarcadero and Beach

Street, Pier 39, San Francisco

CA
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Pier 39 

"Fisherman's Wharf's Major Attraction"

This San Francisco landmark features some of Fisherman's Wharf's best

shopping and attractions. Ride the carousel, people watch, or take in

views of the bay. There are more than 25 one-of-a-kind gift stores that

carry automobile, Hollywood, and rock 'n' roll memorabilia, as well as flags

of the world, Russian dolls, collectible knives, hammocks, kites, and more.

But that's not all. You will find over 30 more stores, including the famous

Na Hoku to shop for clothing, jewelry and toys. It is a great place to pick

up high-end San Francisco souvenirs. When you're done shopping and

eating to your heart's content, visit the famous resident sea lions for a

prime photo session. Pier 39 is a magnet for locals and tourists for many

reasons, including their calendar of special attractions for the whole family

like the Tulipmania tulip festival held in late February or the Holiday Tree

Lighting in November.

 +1 415 705 5500  www.pier39.com  info@pier39.com  Beach Street & The

Embarcadero, San Francisco

CA

Musée Mécanique 

"Penny Museum"

A penny for your thoughts? In addition to a melange of penny structures,

this quirky, offbeat museum has a variety of interesting gadgets and knick-

knacks. A must-see is the toothpick amusement park, built by San Quentin

inmates. Bring a handful of quarters to Musée Mécanique so you can play

some of the antique games, including the miniature pinball machines.

Visiting the museum is free of charge.

 +1 415 346 2000  www.museemechanique.o

rg/

 coad01@yahoo.com  Pier 45 Shed A, At the end of

Taylor Street, San Francisco

CA
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Sea Lions at Pier 39 

"Say Hello to the Sea Lions"

Wild sea lions have flocked to Pier 39 since the 1989 earthquake and the

population has grown ever since. Every winter the number increases to

almost 900, thanks to the availability of space and ample food. Although

some of the sea lions choose to migrate seasonally, usually some still

keep Pier 39 as their regular haunt. You can bring your kids over for free

educational talks by the Marine Mammal Center, held on weekends year-

round provided the weather is good. See these wild adorable creatures up

close and personal at this family friendly spot.

 +1 415 705 5500  bayecotarium.org/about/sea-lion-

center/

 203 The Embarcadero, Pier 39, San

Francisco CA
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USS Pampanito (SS-383) 

"Through World War II"

The U.S.S Pampanito, a fleet submarine in World War II, was made open to

the public in 1982. It is famous for its six patrols in the Pacific ocean and

for sinking six Japanese ships and damaging four others. This ship seems

quite interesting and exciting as you get a opportunity to check everything

yourself. You can take a look at the main deck, the engine, the motor

rooms and the control rooms. It's a real experience to observe the life of

officers and seamen and that too, at a reasonable fee.

 +1 415 775 1943  maritime.org/uss-pampanito/  Fishermans Wharf, Pier 45, San

Francisco CA
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Steinhart Aquarium 

"Play Hide n Seek With Nemo!"

Get close to your favorite sea creatures and also some of the deadliest

snakes. This aquarium in the revamped Academy of Sciences showcases

piranhas, pythons, pipefish, penguins, moray eels and snakes. The

Philippine Coral Reef Exhibit will have you marveling at the rainbow of

tropical fish. At the Touch Tide Pool you can touch sea stars and hermit

crabs. The newest addition includes the Snake Alley, which displays

anacondas, African rock pythons, California king snakes and the Ball

python. If you are studying biology, this is a good place to meet the

aquatic biologists who look after and feed the animals.

 +1 415 379 8000  www.calacademy.org/exhi

bits/steinhart-aquarium

 info@calacademy.org  55 Music Concourse Drive,

California Academy of

Sciences, Golden Gate Park,

San Francisco CA
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California Academy of Sciences 

"New, Improved World of Science"

Located in Golden Gate Park, the California Academy of Sciences is one of

the greenest buildings in the city and has a platinum certification from the

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED). The museum

features the renovated and expanded Steinhart Aquarium, complete with

a hands-on tide pool and the well-known alligator swamp. Other exciting

features are the Morrison Planetarium, the four-storey rainforest dome,

and the Tusher African Hall. In addition to these educational gems, the

museum features other natural history exhibits as well as exhibits about

global warming. The Academy Café offers international cuisine, while the

elegant Moss Room restaurant is the only dining option available in the

park past museum closing time.

 +1 415 379 8000  www.calacademy.org/  info@calacademy.org  55 Music Concourse Drive,

San Francisco CA
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The Walt Disney Family Museum 

"Walt Disney's Life"

One of the main features of the Presidio of San Francisco, The Walt

Disney Family Museum offers a comprehensive insight into the history of

the Disney family as well as the Disney franchise. Exhibits mainly focus on

Walt Disney's life, including Walt Disney sketches, such as early versions

of Mickey Mouse, a model of the original Disneyland, and audio and video

clips of some favorite Disney movies and cartoons. Geared towards adults

and kids alike, this delightful museum offers an immersive trip down

memory lane and is a fun and informative way of exploring the world of

Disney!

 +1 415 345 6800  www.waltdisney.org/  info@wdfmuseum.org  104 Montgomery Street,

Presidio of San Francisco,

San Francisco CA
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Stow Lake 

"Outside Fun"

Inside San Francisco's famous Golden Gate Park lies Stow Lake, a small

recreation area complete with waterfall. Here you can rent paddle-boats,

have a picnic, or just feed the ducks. Those who would rather remain on

land can rent bikes and roller blades. Ride or skate through Golden Gate

Park, then afterward stop by the concession stand for popcorn, hot dogs,

and ice cream. Stow Lake is an ideal place to go to for a fun family day out

of a romantic day date.

 50 Stow Lake Drive, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco CA
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House of Air 

"Indoor Trampoline Park"

If you're looking to have fun but also exercise, look no further. This indoor

trampoline park offers exercise classes, trampoline dodgeball, caters

events and of course allows you to just rent an hour of trampoline time so

you can jump until your heat is content. Make sure you book a

reservation!

 +1 415 806 7285  houseofair.com/  926 Mason Street, San Francisco CA
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Golden Gate Park 

"Expansive Green Haven"

In the late 1800s, California's first state engineer, William Hammond Hall,

and his assistant, a Scotsman named John McLaren, transformed more

than 1000 acres (405 hectares) of sand dunes into a wondrous haven in

the midst of the city, christened Golden Gate Park after the eponymous

strait nearby. Stretching over 50 blocks from Stanyan Street to the Pacific

Ocean, the lush landscape is etched with numerous trails for walking,

jogging, biking and horseback riding, alongside a golf course, bowling

greens, a lake with paddle boats, soccer fields and a baseball diamond.

From the Japanese Tea Garden and the Conservatory of Flowers to the

California Academy of Sciences and the de Young Museum, San

Francisco's Golden Gate Park encompasses a wealth of scenic beauty and

cultural intrigue within is expansive embrace. There are also several

playgrounds, a quaint carousel, an aquarium, a buffalo reserve and an

outdoor bandshell where open-air concerts are hosted each summer.

 +1 415 831 2700  sfrecpark.org/770/Golden-Gate-

Park

 501 Stanyan Street, San Francisco CA
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San Francisco Model Yacht Club 

"Sail Away"

San Francisco Model Yacht Club is located in Golden Gate Park.

Established in 1898, it is one of the oldest surviving clubs in the country.

Check out these tiny boats as they glide across the water. The club

features a clubhouse and the artificial lake Spreckels Lake, that supports

motor and sail model boats. Visit this club for its boating events and

regattas, as well as for a glimpse of its unrivaled model boat collection.

 +1 415 386 1037  www.sfmyc.org/  36th Avenue, Golden Gate Park, San

Francisco CA
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Bison Paddock 

"See the Buffalo"

Situated along John F. Kennedy Drive and a part of the magnificent

Golden Gate Park, the Bison Paddock is just like it's name suggests; it's a

large enclosure of a herd of bison where visitors can come to admire these

large animals. Buffalo have been in the park since 1892, since the city

kept unique animals in Golden Gate Park before the city's zoo opened.

 +1 415 753 7080  sfrecpark.org/destination/golden-

gate-park/the-bison-paddock/

 1237 John F Kennedy Drive, Golden

Gate Park, San Francisco CA
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Ocean Beach 

"San Francisco's Biggest Beach"

Located at the western end of Golden Gate Park is San Francisco's biggest

beach. It extends from Fort Funston in the south, to the Cliff House in the

north. Typically, the cold winds, fog and low San Francisco temperatures

deter any regular beach activities (unless you're lucky enough to be there

on a hot day) but visitors fly kites or just walk along and admire the views

of Seal Rocks and Point Lobos. Adventure seekers love surfing here.

There are also bonfire pits provided on the beach for the general public; to

claim one, go early in the evening.

 +1 415 561 4323  www.parksconservancy.org/parks/o

cean-beach

 Point Lobos Avenue/Great Highway,

San Francisco CA
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San Francisco Zoo 

"Zoological Wonderland"

See more than 250 different species of wildlife from all over the globe,

many of which are endangered, at the San Francisco Zoo. There are a

variety of attractions, including a children's petting zoo and an insect zoo,

an Australian Walk, Penguin Island, a Primate Discovery Center, and the

Otter River. It also features a one of the world's largest gorilla exhibits, a

lion house, a feline conservation center, a carousel, and a kiddie train. For

those looking for a more in-depth and informative visit, try the Zoo

Ranger, a hand held multimedia GPS device that gives video and

informative background on the exhibits as you walk around. You are able

to rent them for a day at the zoo's gift shop.

 +1 415 753 7080  www.sfzoo.org/  guestservices@sfzoo.org  Sloat Boulevard, At the Great

Highway, San Francisco CA

Bay Area Discovery Museum 

"Science is Child's Play"

This interactive North Bay museum is dedicated to kids eight and

younger. These exhibits on natural science and art invite kids to play with

them. The museum's unique programs feature hands-on art, science and

environmental exhibitions, performances, special events, and cultural

festivals, all with a focus on fun! Fort Baker, which houses the museum,

has a breathtaking view of the Bay and the Golden Gate Bridge.

 +1 415 339 3900  bayareadiscoverymuseum

.org/

 contact@badm.org  557 McReynolds Road, Fort

Baker, Sausalito CA
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US Army Corps of Engineers Bay

Model Visitor Center 

"Entertaining Scientific Tool"

At two acres (0.809 hectares), this indoor scale model of the San

Francisco Bay and its tributaries is one of the largest in the world. Used by

the Army Corps of Engineers for testing the environmental impact of

shoreline development, toxic spills and weather conditions, it is open to

the public and an impressive sight. A complex hydraulics system pumps

water in and out of the model, mimicking the ebb and flow of the actual

tides at the Bay Model Visitor Center. For the budding ecologist,

oceanographer or civil engineer, there is no better attraction. Who

wouldn't be interested in seeing the Bay Area reduced to a scale of 1000

to 1 horizontal feet?

 +1 415 332 3871  baymodel.cespn@usace.army.mil  2100 Bridgeway, Sausalito CA
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Stinson Beach 

"Lovely Day Trip"

Stinson Beach makes for a fantastic day trip, located just about 20 miles

(32.18 kilometers) from San Francisco proper. The small town, connecting

Point Reyes National Seashore and Golden Gate National Recreation

Area, features glorious sandy beaches and a big shiny, blue piece of the

Pacific Ocean. Summers and other pleasant days find Stinson Beach busy

with locals as well as tourists relaxing, picnicking and enjoying the beach

in general - it is, in fact, one of the highest ranked swimming beaches in

Northern California. Featuring panoramic views, hiking trails, fishing

facilities, picnic areas, swimming facilities and lots more, Stinson Beach

truly has a lot to offer.

 +1 415 868 0942  www.nps.gov/goga/stbe.htm  Stinson Beach, Stinson Beach CA
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